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Our Expertise
the industrial communication Business unit at a Glance

Availability of Industrial Networks
in the industrial communication business unit, trebing + 
Himstedt offers products and services for industrial communi-
cation systems around the world.  Our solutions are designed 
to increase the availability of industrial networks by using 
easily applicable concepts.  Our focus is on the fields of 
network diagnostics and Asset Management.  Our solutions 
are applicable during commissioning and daily operations, for 
troubleshooting as well as inventory takings.  Being manufac-
turer and control system independent, they enable continu-

ous access to all levels of communication – even in complex 
automation structures.

Gain an overview of the possible fields of application of 
our products in the “Solutions” chapter and find out which 
scenarios and solutions are best tailored to your needs.  in 
the subsequent chapters you will find detailed information 
about specific products and services.  For any questions or 
comments, our trebing + Himstedt team and our distribution 
partners’ experts are very happy to help.
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NETwOrk Diagnostics
Safe and reliable communication in all networks – Easily Applicable Diagnostics concepts

How can you optimally monitor the communication quality 
of your industrial networks?  How can essential diagnostics 
information be made available in a quick and comprehensible 
way and be used efficiently?  Discover how consistent and 
easily-applied concepts ensure error-free communication in 
your networks and reduce your effort needed for commis-
sioning, maintenance and daily operation. 

Requirements for efficient network diagnostics are no longer 
limited to providing diagnosis information of network and 
stations for acute troubleshooting. today, it is necessary to 
develop diagnostics concepts that are standardized across 
all network protocols, applicable in all life cycle phases of 
the plant, and that make the required information accessible 
from any place at any time.  it is critical that the costs for you 
as a user are kept as low as possible: this means integration 

without additional configuration expenses, intuitive operation 
with a uniform, consistent handling across all communication 
protocols and an alert concept which permanently monitors 
networks and ensures you can take quick, targeted action in 
case of failures. 
Our solutions meet these requirements exactly – they are 
integrated and user-friendly.  As long-standing experts on 
fieldbus diagnostics, we offer modular, harmonized solu-
tions for the most widely-used networks such as PrOFiBuS, 
PrOFinEt and industrial Ethernet.  the concept consists of 
the tH ScOPE software and the tH link network access 
point, which is available for both fixed installations and mo-
bile service scenarios.  With this approach, you can monitor 
all networks in one single, unified system and also integrate 
the diagnostics information in higher-level applications as 
required.

Diagnostics SystemDiagnostics System
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NETwOrk Diagnostics
unified Monitoring of PrOFiBuS, PrOFinEt and industrial Ethernet networks

Network Monitoring
the intelligent diagnostics approach allows you to have a plant-wide monitoring 
system with minimal expense and effort and short response times: all networks are 
permanently monitored and you need only take action in case of failures.  As soon 
as faults or irregularities are detected in a network, you immediately receive an  
automatic email notification.  With specific information about the cause of faults and 
recommendations to remedy errors, you can take efficient action.

Ensuring Communication Quality  
With the web-based tH ScOPE application, you can always access the status 
and diagnostics information of your networks, both centrally and remotely.  Starting 
with a plant-wide overview of all PrOFiBuS, PrOFinEt and industrial Ethernet 
networks, you can navigate to other views and levels of detail.  the network quality 
is evaluated using different parameters and is graphically displayed. in this way, you 
can identify critical network stations at a glance and analyze network parameters.

Quick Installation – Modular Extension 
From the first steps of putting the diagnostics solution into operation quickly and 
easily, you will benefit from the user-friendly operating philosophy.  The web-based 
concept of tH ScOPE requires no software installation on the client. You can ac-
cess the application flexibly with a browser – from your PC or from tablets or smart 
phones.  the universal network access point tH link also can be installed without 
additional software and allows a step-by-step expansion of the concept to additional 
networks and further fieldbus protocols – to the point of a company-wide diagnos-
tics system if required.

Support of Commissioning, Operation and Inventory Takings
You can use the comprehensive fieldbus diagnostics solution in all life cycle phases 
of your plant. Commissioning and final acceptance can be facilitated through the 
rapid detection of deviations in the network‘s actual and projected performance as 
well as through comprehensive acceptance inspection measurements and records. 
You can reduce downtimes and shorten response times during plant operation 
through continuous monitoring.  Furthermore, at the click of a mouse, topology and 
inventory functions provide valuable information for maintenance staff at any time.

Flexible Integration of Information
the status and diagnostics information on networks and devices available in the  
diagnostics solution can also be integrated into higher-level systems or portals 
via OPc.  in automation systems such as process control and Asset Management 
systems, plant operators or maintenance personnel, for instance, can thus use 
the information in familiar environments.  Data export to MS Excel enables you to 
archive or further evaluate the diagnostics information.  in addition, printing features 
are also available.

Benefits

Unified solution for cross-protocol network monitoring 

Short response time in case of failures due to alert functions

Intuitive operational concept and flexible supply of diagnostics information 

With the standardized diagnostics approach you can monitor all PrOFiBuS, PrOFinEt and industrial Ethernet networks in your 
plant in a single application.  the web-based tH ScOPE software provides you with information about the communication quality 
in all networks.  Access to the network is established via the TH LINK, which is available for both fixed installations and mobile 
service use on notebooks. Cross-protocol diagnostics functions, unified views and an intuitive operating concept reduce your  
monitoring costs and effort and support you in all life cycle phases of your plant.  An automatic email alert ensures a quick 
response to malfunctions when they do occur.  Specific recommendations enable you to take immediate and efficient action even 
without expert knowledge.  if required, the diagnostics information can also be integrated into higher-level applications such as 
Asset Management or process control systems, or exported into MS Office for further analysis.
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ASSET Management
central Access to all Devices– Manufacturer-independent Solution concepts 

How can you efficiently use and manage the assets of your 
entire plant?  How can you implement central device access 
across all levels of communication?  How can you include 
the network as a key asset into your Asset Management con-
cepts?  Discover how manufacturer-independent concepts 
and a central Asset Management with seamless device ac-
cess can reduce your commissioning and maintenance costs 
and effort. 

the challenge of plant-wide Asset Management is to operate 
and manage as effectively as possible the variety of de-
vices from different manufacturers in increasingly complex 
plant structures.  Efficient Asset Management systems offer 
the best conditions for targeted use of the high amount of 

process and device information throughout the complete life 
cycle of the plant.  Particularly in the context of preventive 
maintenance, it is crucial to be able to access the devices 
quickly and effectively across various communication levels.
central Asset Management not only reduces the number of 
software tools, but also allows central data storage, reduces 
response times and increases the ease of use.

An integration of network monitoring in Asset Management 
concepts reduces the system diversity and ensures higher 
plant availability.  learn about how our access concept 
centered around the tH link can be used with leading Asset 
Management systems independent of manufacturer, control 
system and technology.

Asset Management System 

Network Access Point
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ASSET Management
central Device Access from Asset Management Systems 

Central Access to all Devices  
the network access point tH link as a class 2 master provides the connection 
from Ethernet to PrOFiBuS.  in combination with the communication driver for 
the respective Asset Management system you can access the field devices in your 
plant across different levels of communication.  this central device parameteriza-
tion, configuration and diagnostics reduce commissioning and maintenance costs 
and effort. 

Parallel Monitoring of Network and Devices  
As an essential asset of your plant, the network has a decisive influence on plant 
availability.  this is why it makes sense to also integrate monitoring of the network 
into your Asset Management concept.  the solution concept centered around the 
tH link offers you the possibility of parallel condition monitoring of network and 
devices.  in FDt environments, this can be done in a single application, because 
the respective commDtM also provides comprehensive diagnostics information 
about the corresponding network.

A Manufacturer-Independent Solution Concept
We offer network access via Ethernet for the following Asset Management systems 
and field device configurators: 
• AMS Suite (Emerson)
• PRM (Yokogawa)
• FieldMate (Yokogawa)
• Field Device Manager (Honeywell)
• FieldCare (Endress + Hauser)
• FieldCare (Metso) 
• PACTware

in FDt environments, our solutions not only enable central device access from  
FDt frame applications, but also the application of manufacturer-independent FDt 
technology in Siemens environments and the parallel monitoring of fieldbus and 
field devices in one single application.

For Emerson‘s AMS Device Manager, we provide a HArt Over PrOFiBuS  
solution with which you can directly access all HArt devices via Ethernet and 
PrOFiBuS DP.  remote iOs of the following manufacturers are supported:  
ABB, Altus, Pepperl + Fuchs, Siemens, StAHl and turck.

Benefits

reduced maintenance cost and effort through monitoring of network and devices

increased transparency with manufacturer-independent Asset Management

central data storage and high operational comfort through device access via Ethernet

Central, seamless access to all field devices reduces your effort and expenses for plant-wide Asset Management.  Via Ethernet, 
you can centrally configure, parameterize and diagnose the devices of any manufacturer across all levels of communication.  All 
data are centrally stored in one system, giving you an overview of your plant and networks at any time and allowing you to take 
action when necessary. the easy-to-use solution concept, consisting of a network access point from Ethernet to PrOFiBuS and 
a communication driver, can be put into place in different Asset Management systems. 
When applied with FDt technology, additional diagnostics information about the state of the PrOFiBuS network is displayed in 
the CommDTM.  In this way you can monitor fieldbus and field devices in a single application.  DTM for SIMATIC components 
also enable the use of manufacturer-independent device operation via FDt in Siemens environments.

Ethernet

PrOFiBuS PA

PrOFiBuS DP

HArt

Asset 
Management

System

PLC Remote IO PA Link

Field Device Field Device
Field DeviceField Device
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TH LINK
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TH SCOPE
unified Diagnostics Solution for all networks

the tH ScOPE is a diagnostics software for PrOFiBuS, PrOFinEt and industrial Ethernet.  the tH ScOPE can simultane-
ously monitor multiple fieldbus networks and communication protocols in one application.  Access to the network is realized  
via the tH link.  no specialized knowledge of the communication protocols of the monitored system is needed to use the  
tH ScOPE.  the information is presented and provided to the user in an easy-to-understand format.
Users are also provided with specific recommendations for eliminating errors in the network.  Alert functions can keep  
tH ScOPE users automatically informed about problems in the networks.  Acceptance measurements including generation  
of acceptance reports are supported by the tH ScOPE.  the state of the network can be saved as a reference for later  
comparison.

Benefits

Unified diagnostics of PROFIBUS, PROFINET and Industrial Ethernet in one application

Easy-to-understand information format – no expertise required

Short response times in case of failures through alert function and web access

Ethernet

industrial Ethernet

PrOFinEtPrOFiBuS DP

PrOFiBuS PA

HArt

PA Link Remote IODiagnostic
Repeater DP Slave

PLC PLC Panel PLC

IO DeviceIO Device

Functions

•  Parallel network overview of PROFIBUS and PROFINET 
installations1)

•  Network and device status1)

•  Diagnostics messages with troubleshooting  
recommendations1)

•  Analysis of device log books1)

•  Live List1)

•  Statistics1)

•  Inventory1)

•  Email notification1)

•  Data export
•  Printing
•  Determination and comparison of reference configuration
•  Trend analysis
•  Acceptance measurements with acceptance reports
•  OPC Server DA
•  PROFINET topology1)

•  PROFIBUS telegram monitor

System requirements

Operating Systems
•  The following operating systems are supported in German 

and in English in 32 and 64 bit versions: Windows XP,  
Windows vista, Windows 7

Communication Processor
•  TH LINK and xEPI 2 for access to the fieldbus system

Software
•  Web browser with Adobe Flash player 10.0 or higher 
•  Microsoft Excel 2007 or higher for Excel import 
•  Adobe Reader 8 or higher to read documentation and for 

printing

Licensing
•  The software must be licensed after installation.  

this is done via license key.

Scope of Delivery

By Download
•  TH SCOPE installation
•  Installation Guide
•  User Manual
•  Release Note

Order Information

•  TH SCOPE PROFIBUS 10003002
•  TH SCOPE PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet  10003004
•  TH SCOPE PROFIBUS Upgrade  10003003
•  TH SCOPE PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet  

upgrade 10003005

TH LINK TH LINK

TH SCOPE easy TH SCOPE easy

TH LINK

1) Functionality as tH ScOPE easy as free-of-charge part of the tH link

TH SCOPE

TH SCOPE
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Ethernet

industrial Ethernet

PrOFinEtPrOFiBuS DP

PrOFiBuS PA
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PA Link Remote IODiagnostic
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IO DeviceIO Device

TH LINK TH LINK

TH LINK

TH LINk
Fieldbus Access

The TH LINK provides access to the communication system and connects the higher-level network structure with the field level. 
it forms the basis for the trebing + Himstedt products tH ScOPE, trebing + Himstedt DtM library, tAcc and tH OPc Server 
DP.  Depending on the operation purpose, the tH link is available as a mobile access point for notebooks or as a stationary 
mounted device.  The appropriate TH LINK is available for PROFIBUS and PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet.  The TH LINK is quick 
to assemble/install and to put into operation.  Through integrated websites it can be configured without additional software.  The 
delivered default configuration allows start-up in only a few minutes.  In order to prevent network disruptions by unauthorized 
configuration changes, all configuration functions are protected by user administration.  Every TH LINK includes the free-of-
charge tH ScOPE easy.

Benefits

universal platform for network diagnostics and Asset Management

Easy installation and commissioning, tH ScOPE easy already included

Available as a stationary mounted device or mobile as a software tool for PC/notebook 

Functions

•  Connection between higher-level network and field level
•  Access to the PROFIBUS network 
•  Access to the PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet network
•  Basis for TH SCOPE, Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library, 

tAcc and tH OPc Server DP
•  Access protection through integrated user administration
•  TH SCOPE easy preinstalled

Technical Data  (10003006/10003007)

Nominal supply  
voltage

24 V DC (19.2 … 28.8)

Current consumption max. 190 mA

Ambient temperature 
range

0 … +50°C

Transmission rate 
PROFIBUS

 max. 12 MBit/s (TH OPC Server DP, 
AMS Device Manager, FDT),
 max. 1.5 MBit/s (TH ScOPE,  
PROFIBUS Scope)

PROFIBUS  
interface

rS 485

Ethernet interface RJ-45 (10Base-T/100Base-TX)

Mounting 35 mm Din top hat rail

Dimensions W x H x D 22.5 x 99 x 114.5 mm

Weight 120 g

Certificate cE | ul

System requirements (10003008)

Operating Systems
•  The following operating systems are supported in German 

and in English in 32 and 64 bit versions: Windows XP,  
Windows vista, Windows 7

Ethernet Interface
•  RJ-45 (10Base-T/100Base-TX)

Scope of Delivery

• TH Link
• Installation Guide

By Download
• Release Note

Order Information

•  TH LINK – Gateway between  
EtHErnEt and PrOFiBuS  10003006

•  TH LINK – Gateway between  
ETHERNET and PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet   10003007

•  TH LINK – Network access from PC to  
PROFINET/Industrial Ethernet  10003008
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PrOFIBuS Scope
PrOFiBuS Diagnostics tool for Mobile Application

the PrOFiBuS Scope diagnostics software enables users to analyze and log PrOFiBuS networks in a simple way.  various 
modes of operation ensure that PrOFiBuS installation users and maintenance staff as well as experts in planning and  
development are supplied with all the necessary information for quick error detection and troubleshooting.
the PrOFiBuS diagnostics software supports faultless operation and documentation of PrOFiBuS networks in all phases of  
the plant life cycle, from commissioning to preventive maintenance and targeted troubleshooting during operation.

Benefits

clear display of network stations and their state 

Acceptance documentation through comprehensive logging of measurement results 

Interpretation of manufacturer-specific diagnostics via GSE files  

Functions

Diagnosis Mode
•  Simple, clear display of current and historical  

diagnostics information
•  Graphical status indicators and diagnostics messages  

in plaintext 
•  Support of GSE files for plaintext display
•  Automatically generated reports
•  Comparison of current and reference measurements

Telegram Mode
•  Telegram display separated by header information and data
•  Search, filter and trigger functions
•  Live List
•  Data export into .csv format
  
Logger Mode
• Long-term recording and storage of telegrams

Signals Mode
•  Recording of process data (cyclic I/O data) and display  

in a chart

System requirements

Operating Systems
•  The following operating systems are supported in German 

and English in 32 bit version: Windows 2000 Professional, 
Windows XP, Windows Server 2003

Communication Processor
•  TH LINK (max. transmission rate: 1.5 MBit/s)
•  xEPI 2 (max. transmission rate: 1.5 MBit/s)
•  CP5512 (max. transmission rate: 12 MBit/s)
•  CP5611 or PG with integrated CP5611  

(max. transmission rate: 12 MBit/s)
•  The following protocols are supported:  

DP, DP-V1, FMS, FDL/MPI, PA

USB Slot
•  USB version 1.1 (or higher) - for the USB dongle (license)

Software
•  DAO3.5
•  Adobe Reader 8.0 or higher for reading the documentation

Licensing
•  For measurements to be carried out, the software must be 

installed locally on the PC and a valid license (USB dongle) 
is necessary. Without a license the PrOFiBuS Scope can 
still be installed at any time and be used to analyze existing 
telegram records. However, no new measurements can be 
taken.

Scope of Delivery

• PROFIBUS Scope software
• USB dongle
• Installation Guide
• User Manual

By Download
• Release Note

Order Information

PrOFiBuS Scope software  10001308

PrOFiBuS Scope software upgrade  
(version 3.1 and higher) 10002255

Product Bundles
•  PROFIBUS Scope software and xEPI 2 10002428
•  PROFIBUS Scope software and CP5512 10002000
•  PROFIBUS Scope software and CP5611 10001645

Ethernet

PrOFiBuS DP

PrOFiBuS PA HArt

Diagnostic
Repeater

TH LINK

PA Link Remote IO

Field Device
Field Device

Field Device
Field Device

PROFIBUS Scope

PLC

PROFIBUS Scope
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Ethernet

PrOFiBuS DP PrOFiBuS DP

PrOFiBuS PA

Diagnostic
RepeaterPLC PLC

xEPI 2 xEPI 2

PA Link Remote IO Remote IO

Field Device Field Device

xEPI 2
Diagnostic unit network Access

The xEPI 2 enables access to the communication system and connects the higher-level network structure with the field level.   
it forms the basis for the products trebing + Himstedt DtM library, tAcc and tH OPc Server DP. the xEPi 2 is quick to put 
into operation.  Through integrated websites it can be configured without additional software.  The delivered default configuration 
allows commissioning in only a few minutes.  In order to prevent network disruptions by unauthorized configuration changes, all 
configuration functions are protected by user administration.

Benefits

universal platform for PrOFiBuS diagnostics and Asset Management

Easy installation and commissioning

includes web-based diagnostics functions for PrOFiBuS 

Functions

•  Connection between higher-level network and field level
•  Access to the PROFIBUS network
•  Basis for Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library, TACC and  

tH OPc Server DP
•  Access protection through integrated user administration
•  Web-based PROFIBUS diagnostics function

Technical Data

Nominal supply  
voltage

24 V DC (19.2 … 28.8)

Current consumption max. 190 mA

Ambient temperature 
range

0 … +50°C

Transmission rate   
PROFIBUS 

max. 12 MBit/s (TH OPC Server DP,  
AMS Device Manager, FDT),
max. 1.5 MBit/s (PROFIBUS  
diagnostics, PROFIBUS Scope)

PROFIBUS  
interface

rS 485

Ethernet interface RJ-45 (10Base-T/100Base-TX)

Mounting 35 mm Din top hat rail

Dimensions W x H x D 22.5 x 99 x 114.5 mm

Weight 120 g

Certificate cE | ul

Scope of Delivery

• xEPI 2
• Installation Guide 

By Download
• Release Note

Order Information

•  xEPI 2 10002416
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Ethernet

PrOFiBuS DP PrOFiBuS DP

PrOFiBuS PA

Diagnostic
RepeaterPLC PLC

TH LINK TH LINK

PA Link Remote IO Remote IO

Field Device Field Device

TH OPC Server DP
integration of PrOFiBuS Diagnostics information

1) Only for tH OPc Server DP Basic version, as a maximum of 10 network connections is possible.

Benefits

uniform view of all communicating devices in the PrOFiBuS network

Configuration of OPC tags to map the installation or the identification system  

Interpretation of manufacturer-specific diagnostics via GSE files 

Functions

•  Monitoring of all communicating slaves and detection of 
failed slaves (multi-master functionality)

• Diagnostics messages in plaintext as OPC alert
•  Current physical network status by evaluation of  

diagnostic repeater or DP/PA link
•  Parallel reading of slave I/O data as OPC tags
•  OPC Data Access 3.0 and Alarm & Events 1.1
•  Reading and writing of parameters
•  Flexible configuration of OPC tag names, e.g. by adopting 

the plant identification or structure
•  Possible connection of up to 256 PROFIBUS strands per 

tH OPc Server DP via tH link

System requirements

Operating Systems
•  The following operating systems are supported in German 

and English in 32 bit version: Windows 2000 Professional1), 
Windows 2000 Server, Windows XP1), Windows Server 
2003

 
Communication Processor
•  TH LINK (max. transmission rate: 12 MBit/s,  

protocols: DP, DP-V1),
•  xEPI 2 (max. transmission rate: 12 MBit/s,  

protocols: DP, DP-V1)

USB Slot
•  USB version 1.1 (or higher) – for the USB dongle (license)

Software
•  Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1 and 2.0
•  OPC Core Components 2.00 Redistributable 2.20
•  Adobe Reader 8.0 or higher for reading the documentation

Licensing
•  After installation the software must be licensed. This is done 

by software license key. Optionally, licensing with a uSB 
dongle is also possible.

Scope of Delivery

By Download
•  TH OPC Server DP installation incl. Configurator  

and user Manual
• Installation Guide

Optional
•  USB dongle

Order Information

Software License
•  Basic (≤ 32 PROFIBUS Masters)  10002717
• Medium (≤ 96 PROFIBUS Masters)  10002718
•  Large (≤ 256 PROFIBUS Masters)  10002719
•  Upgrade Medium (≤ 96 PROFIBUS Masters) 10002720
•  Upgrade Large (≤ 256 PROFIBUS Masters)  10002721

USB Dongle License
•  Basic (≤ 32 PROFIBUS Masters)  10002755
•  Medium (≤ 96 PROFIBUS Masters) 10002756
•  Large (≤ 256 PROFIBUS Masters) 10002757
•   Upgrade Medium (≤ 96 PROFIBUS Masters) 10002759
•  Upgrade Large (≤ 256 PROFIBUS Masters)  10002760

the tH OPc Server DP in combination with the tH link allows permanent monitoring of multi-master and multi-strand systems 
as well as alerting in the case of failures.  users are provided with diagnostics information on PrOFiBuS network stations.
via OPc Standard, client applications can access information about failed devices, the status of the master system, and device 
diagnostics.  this information can be incorporated into any OPc-compatible software for the purpose of maintenance, alerting  
and production data acquisition.  Diagnostics messages, alerts and network status information can be saved and used as an 
alert history or for SAP maintenance (PM module).  Even if different control system suppliers or system families are used in the  
company, a uniform view of the devices in the PrOFiBuS network for maintenance purposes is possible.
Simultaneous monitoring of cyclic I/O data transfer to the slaves allows easy implementation of monitoring functions and data 
logging.  A graphical configurator enables easy configuration of the TH OPC Server DP.

TH OPC Server DP
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Ethernet
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Field Device
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Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library
CommDTM PROFIBUS DP-V1, DP/PA Link, ET 200M, ET 200iSP

Functions

All DTMs  
•  Automatic bus scan
•  Identification and setting of device address and  

DtM address

CommDTM PROFIBUS DP-V1
•  Establishes the connection with the PROFIBUS network
•  Integrated bus parameter test for non-reacting  

parameterization
•  Additional functions when using the TH LINK
  ◦  PROFIBUS diagnostics of the network (e.g. diagnosis list, 

Live List, error statistics, bus statistics)
  ◦  Telegram logger for monitoring of acyclic communication
  ◦  Export of tags and device descriptions from the FDT  

project into the tH link
  ◦  Hyperlink to plant-wide PROFIBUS diagnostics

CommDTM DP/PA Link
•  Provides access to PROFIBUS PA devices1)

CommDTM ET 200M
•  Provides access to HART devices via the ET 200M1)

CommDTM ET 200iSP
•  Provides access to HART devices via the ET 200iSP1)

System requirements

Operating Systems
•  The following operating systems are supported in German 

and English in 32 bit version: Windows XP, Windows vista, 
Windows Server 2003 (English only), Windows 7 (also 64 
Bit version)

Communication Processor
•  For CommDTM PROFIBUS DP-V1: TH LINK, xEPI 2, 

cP5512, cP5611, Field PG with integrated cP5611
• For CommDTM DP/PA Link: SIMATIC DP/PA Link
•  For CommDTM ET 200M: SIMATIC ET 200M
•  For CommDTM ET 200iSP: SIMATIC ET 200iSP

Configuration Tool
•  FDT frame application compliant with FDT specification 1.2 

+ Addendum

Software
•  Adobe Reader 8.0 or higher for reading the documentation

Licensing
•  The Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library can be used without li-

cense and with full functionality for 30 days after installation. 
For permanent use, a license for the complete DtM library 
or a single commDtM as required must be purchased.  For 
use of the tH link or the xEPi 2 no additional license for 
the commDtM PrOFiBuS DP-v1 is required.

Scope of Delivery

By Download
• Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library
• Installation Guide 
• User Manual for all DTMs
• Release Note

Optional
•  Trebing + Himstedt DTM Docu + Media Kit 

Order Information

•  Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library 10002390

Single Licenses
•  CommDTM PROFIBUS DP-V1 10001990
•  CommDTM DP/PA Link 10002280
•  CommDTM ET 200M 10002346
•  CommDTM ET 200iSP 10002655

Optional
•  Trebing + Himstedt DTM Docu + Media Kit  10002393

the trebing + Himstedt DtM library contains commDtMs for network transition for communication with PrOFiBuS DP, PA, 
and HArt devices in PrOFiBuS networks.
The Trebing + Himstedt DTM Library CommDTMs can be used in all FDT frame applications according to FDT specification 1.2 + 
Addendum.  these include, amongst others, the Endress + Hauser Fieldcare application and PActware.  in addition, the condi-
tion Monitoring functionality in Fieldcare is supported by all commDtMs.

Benefits

complete package for communication with PrOFiBuS DP, PrOFiBuS PA and HArt devices 

non-interaction through integrated bus parameter test in the commDtM PrOFiBuS DP-v1

commDtM PrOFiBuS DP-v1 with tH link offers PrOFiBuS diagnostics
1) when using the respective Device DtM

Trebing + Himstedt
DTM Library
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PACTware
Manufacturer-independent Operating Software for Field Devices

PACTware (Process Automation Configuration Tool) is a manufacturer and fieldbus-independent operating software for field de-
vices.  It enables operation of any field devices with only one software by using the FDT standard between the PACTware frame 
application and the individual software modules for device control.  the software modules for device operation are called DtM 
(Device Type Manager).  This approach enables modern and user-friendly operating concepts because the user interface for 
operation and the device are perfectly matched.
in PActware, these Device DtM and commDtM can be combined as required.  PActware enables an open and complete 
operation of various field devices across any bus systems.

Benefits

Uniform software tool for field devices from a variety of manufacturers 

Fieldbus-independent application with the corresponding commDtM

Free-of-charge software application for Asset Management 

Functions

•  Create and open projects
•  Connection between DTM and device
•  Data exchange between DTM and device
•  Edit device data with a DTM
•  Device catalog
•  Project view
•  Plant view
•  Debug monitor
•  Error monitor
•  PACTware Add-Ins
  ◦ Up/Download Manager Add-In
  ◦ Device State Manager Add-In
  ◦ Device State Add-In
  ◦ Tool Calling Interface (TCI) Support Add-In

System requirements

Operating Systems
•  Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Software
•  Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0
•  To print out field device parameter values, Microsoft Internet 

Explorer version 4.0 or higher must be installed 
•  Adobe Reader 8.0 or higher for reading the documentation

Hardware
•  50 MByte hard disk memory
•  at least 40 MByte main memory (depending on the  

complexity of the projects and the applied DtM the  
required main memory may be a multiple of this)

•  Computer with a Pentium IV 450 MHz processor or higher 
is recommended

Scope of Delivery

By Download
• PACTware
• User Manual

Order Information

PActware  10003000

Ethernet

PrOFiBuS DP

PrOFiBuS PA HArt

Diagnostic
RepeaterPLC

TH LINK

PA Link Remote IO

Field Device
Field Device

Field Device
Field Device

PACTware
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Ethernet

PrOFiBuS DP

HArt

Remote IO

Field Device Field Device

Diagnostic
RepeaterPLC

TH LINK

Functions

•  In combination with the AMS Device Manager, HART Over 
PrOFiBuS provides a communication solution for HArt 
devices which are connected to the PrOFiBuS via a  
remote iO 

•  Central configuration and diagnostics of HART devices  
via Ethernet

•  Supports Remote IO from ABB, Altus, Pepperl+Fuchs, 
Siemens, StAHl and turck

•  Supports the EDD technology (Electronic Device 
 Description) used by the AMS Device Manager

System requirements

Operating Systems
•  The following operating systems are supported in English 

in 32 bit version: Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Win-
dows Server 2003 r2, Windows Server 2008, Windows 7

Communication Processor
•  TH LINK (max. transmission rate: 12 MBit/s,  

Protocol: DP, DP-V1)
•  xEPI 2 (max. transmission rate: 12 MBit/s,  

Protocol: DP, DP-V1)

Software
•  AMS Device Manager 11.1
•  Adobe Reader 8.0 for reading the documentation

Hardware
•  The following Remote IO are supported: ABB S800, ABB 

S900, Altus Ponto 5064, Altus Ponto 5065 redundant, 
Pepperl+Fuchs lB, Pepperl+Fuchs FB, Pepperl+Fuchs 
rPi, Siemens Et 200iSP, Siemens Et 200M, StAHl i.S.1, 
Turck Excom (For detailed descriptions of supported  
modules, see Release Note.)

Scope of Delivery

By Download
•  TACC (TH AMS Device Manager Communication  

Components)
•  Installation Guide
•  User Manual for HART Over PROFIBUS
•  Release Note

Order Information

tAcc  10003001

TACC
HArt Over PrOFiBuS Solution for Emerson‘s AMS Suite

With the HArt Over PrOFiBuS solution all HArt devices which are connected to the PrOFiBuS by means of a remote iO 
with HART functionality can be accessed from a central point via Ethernet.  Configuration is done with the AMS Device Manager.
the PrOFiBuS integration into the AMS Device Manager is the outcome of trebing + Himstedt and Emerson Process Manage-
ment‘s joint development for all leading remote iO manufacturers such as ABB, Pepperl+Fuchs, Siemens, StAHl and turck. 
The advantages of the highly efficient Asset Management functions for commissioning, diagnostics and maintenance can now be 
directly used for HArt devices via the PrOFiBuS.

Benefits

Seamless access to Emerson‘s AMS Device Manager in PrOFiBuS networks

universally applicable for various remote iO from leading manufacturers

central Asset Management of all HArt devices

TACC
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PrOFiBuS DP

Device with 
Serial Interface

PLC

SPI 3

SPI 3
connection of Serial Devices to PrOFiBuS

By using the SPi 3, devices with serial interface are integrated in PrOFiBuS as DP slaves.  Depending on the application, 
various protocols and physical interfaces are available.  in decentralized PrOFiBuS installations, the SPi 3 replaces the serial 
interface inside the Plc.
The SPI 3 is configured via the respective PROFIBUS DP master by means of the SPI 3 GSE file.  The PROFIBUS I/O range 
can be flexibly configured. 
the SPi 3 is suitable for simple applications, such as connecting text displays or barcode scanners, as well as for more complex 
applications such as the integration of identification systems, scales, controllers and laboratory equipment.

Benefits

Easy installation and parameterization  

Configuration without additional software 

Flexible configuration of PROFIBUS I/O range 

Functions

•  DP slave with a transmission rate of 9.6 kBit/s  
up to 12 MBit/s 

•  Serial transmission rate 110 Bit/s up to 57.6 kBit/s  
(depending on the protocol)

•  Serial interfaces RS 232, RS 422 or RS 485 available
•  Configuration with GSE file via the PROFIBUS DP master
•  Plug & play integration into PROFIBUS
•  I/O range configurable from 2 to 64 data words

Technical Data

Nominal supply  
voltage

24 V DC (19.2 … 28.8)

Current consumption max. 200 mA

Ambient temperature 
range

0 … +60°C

Transmission rate 
serial

110 Bit/s up to 57.6 kBit/s  
(depending on the protocol)

Interface serial rS 232, rS 422, rS 485  
(interface as per order)

Protocols serial Free AScii driver, 3964r, rk512, 
MODBuS rtu

Transmission rate 
PROFIBUS

9.6 kBit/sup to 12 MBit/s

Interface PROFIBUS rS 485

I/O Range PROFIBUS 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 data words  
(depending on the protocol)

Case, protection class Plastic, iP 20

Mounting 35 mm Din top hat rail

Dimensions W x H x D 75 x 75 x 53 mm

Weight 136 g

Certificate cE, ul

Scope of Delivery

• SPI 3
• Installation Guide

By Download
•  Docu + Media Kit (includes online documentation, GSE,  

function blocks for SIMATIC S5 and S7, example projects)
•  Release Note

Order Information

•  SPI 3 RS 232 10001236
•  SPI 3 RS 422 10001237
•  SPI 3 RS 485 10001238
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ACCESSOrIES
Mobile connection kit, Active PrOFiBuS cable, Active PrOFiBuS Measuring Adapter

Mobile Connection kit
With the Mobile connection kit the tH 
link can be used as a temporary ac-
cess to the PrOFiBuS network.  the 
Mobile connection kit contains a wall 
adapter for the tH link power supply, 
an Ethernet cable to connect the lap-
top to the tH link and a PrOFiBuS 
cable for access to the PrOFiBuS 
network via the tH link. 

Active PrOFIBuS Cable
the Active PrOFiBuS cable serves 
as a connection to PrOFiBuS net-
works for non-reactive measurements 
during operation.  thus measurement 
is enabled without the disruptive ef-
fects of a stub line.  the respective 
repeater is integrated into the PrOFi-
BuS connector.

Active PrOFIBuS  
Measuring Adapter
the Active PrOFiBuS Measuring 
Adapter is a non-reactive measuring 
point, providing the 5 v Dc required 
for measurements.  Diagnostics tools 
are connected via the PG/diagnostics 
interface at the connector.  When the 
measuring point is at the end of a seg-
ment, it also simultaneously performs 
the function of the active bus termina-
tion.

Benefits

Support of various PrOFiBuS diagnostics methods

Mobile connection kit allows mobile use of the tH link

Ensuring non-reactive measurements and exact measuring data in PrOFiBuS networks 

Functions

Mobile Connection Kit
•  Allows mobile access to the PROFIBUS network by using 

tH link

Active PROFIBUS Cable
•  Access to PROFIBUS without generating stubs
•  Non-reactive measurements during operation

Active PROFIBUS Measuring Adapter
•  Access to PROFIBUS without generating stubs
•  Non-reactive measurements during operation
•  Status indicator LEDs for diagnostics function

Technical Data

Mobile Connection Kit

Nominal supply  
voltage

Adapter: 90 … 264 V AC

Power output 5 W

Ambient temperature 
range

0 … +40°C

Relative humidity max. 75 % at +25°C

PROFIBUS  
transmission rate

9.6 kBit/s to 12 MBit/s

PROFIBUS interface rS 485, 9-pin D-Sub

Protection class iP 20

Dimensions W x H x D Ethernet cable: 3 m
PrOFiBuS cable: 0.5 m
Adapter: approx. 45 x 29 x 72 mm

Weight approx. 360 g

Active PROFIBUS Cable

Nominal supply  
voltage

4.75 - 5.25 V DC (must be supplied 
by the PROFIBUS station)

Ambient temperature 
ranger

0 … +60°C

Relative humidity max. 75 % at +25°C

PROFIBUS  
transmission rate

9.6 kBit/s to 12 MBit/s

PROFIBUS interface rS 485, 9-pin D-Sub

Protection class iP 20

Dimensions W x H x D 3 m 

Weight approx. 250 g

Active PROFIBUS Measuring Adapter

Nominal supply  
voltage

24 v Dc

Ambient temperature 
range

0 … +60°C

PROFIBUS  
transmission rate

9.6 kBit/s to 12 MBit/s

PROFIBUS interface rS 485, 9-pin D-Sub

Protection class iP 20

Mounting 35 mm Din top hat rail

Dimensions W x H x D 22 x 77 x 73 mm

Weight approx. 112 g

Scope of Delivery

Mobile Connection Kit 
•  AC/DC switched-mode power supply adapter (Euro plug)
•  Ethernet cable (patch cable)
•  PROFIBUS cable
•  Quick Start Guide

Active PROFIBUS Cable
•  Active PROFIBUS Cable
•  Quick Start Guide

Active PROFIBUS Measuring Adapter
• Active adapter
• PROFIBUS diagnostics connector with PG
• Quick Start Guide

Order Information

• Mobile Connection Kit  10002686
• Active PROFIBUS Cable 10002132
•  Active PROFIBUS Measuring Adapter 10002649
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PrOFIBuS workshop
 PrOFiBuS Expertise for your Daily Operations – Hands-on and On-site

PrOFIBuS Service
Expert Support in case of Error or with routine inspections 

Scope

the workshop answers the question of how PrOFiBuS 
networks can be quickly and efficiently analyzed and 
documented during commissioning and operation.  in the 
one-day workshop we convey expert knowledge of and 
practical experiences in efficient ways to prevent errors and 
to troubleshoot.  The number of participants is limited to five 
to allow active discussions of your questions.  We provide a 
demo installation and all the major diagnostics tools for the 
practical part of the workshop.  Every participant receives a 
handout with the presented contents as well as a certificate 
for successful participation in the workshop.  One main 
objective of the workshop is to expand the technical know-
how in your company, so that future preventive maintenance 
as well as troubleshooting can be carried out independently 
and without external service providers.

Order Information

PrOFiBuS Workshop 10002809 

The workshop is designed as a one-day event for up to five 
participants. Workshop dates and further details can be indi-
vidually arranged after order placement.

Scope

the scope of this service includes comprehensive physical 
and logical measurements at telegram level.  Each segment 
of the plant has to be temporarily taken out of service for 
any necessary line tests.  Please note that measurement 
and diagnostics during plant operation is only possible at 
the beginning and end of the respective PrOFiBuS seg-
ment through existing measurement and diagnostics access 
points.  For every network/master system a test record is 
generated and a PrOFiBuS network quality assessment 
is given.  Metrological quality certificates are based on the 
recommendations and technical guidelines of the PrOFiBuS 
User Organization (PNO).  We also carry out comprehensive 
acceptance measurements of entire networks with various 
protocols (PROFIBUS, PROFINET, Industrial Ethernet) within 
the scope of service projects.  Please send us your service 
tender and we will customize our calculation to your project.

Order Information

PrOFiBuS Service 10002813

Please inform us of your network structure and your current 
problem.  After we have received all required details we 
will provide you with a quote on a time-and-material basis.  
Possible dates can be individually arranged after order 
placement. We know how precious your time is.  that is why we 

come to you to share our experience in the maintenance 
of PrOFiBuS networks.  the workshop covers the whole 
spectrum, from basic knowledge of PrOFiBuS technology 
to interpretation of the most common error patterns in a 
user-friendly manner.

PrOFiBuS is a stable and reliable technology. nevertheless, 
in daily operations, unexpected malfunctions may occur 
for a variety of reasons.  it is important then to quickly and 
accurately identify the failure cause and to remedy it.  this 
is where we provide the services of our experts.  in addition, 
we recommend integrating periodic measurements into 
maintenance processes, which helps to avoid unforeseeable 
failures and downtime.

Benefits

Practical support for PrOFiBuS maintenance

Direct on-site training saves you time and reduces your cost budget

Visible benefits by dealing with your individual day-to-day problems

Benefits

Professional troubleshooting and recommendations for error prevention 

comprehensive network documentation as a basis for permanent network quality evaluation

You gain more time for your key tasks, we take care of your network quality

PROFIBUS WorkshopPROFIBUSSSBB hop
WoWoW rkshWor hWoWoW rksk opopp PROFIBUS Servicervrvr irvrvr iPROFIBUS SeSUSSPRR
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PrOFIBuS Diagnostics Training 
the Fast track to Stable PrOFiBuS Operation

ASSET Management Training
All-in-One – Fieldbus and Field Devices under control

Scope

You will receive a detailed practical introduction to the pos-
sibilities of continuous PrOFiBuS diagnostics with the tH 
ScOPE during plant operation.  A further focal point is the 
telegram analysis, reference measurements and documen-
tation of your network.  Participants are required to have 
specialized knowledge of PrOFiBuS technology.  the train-
ing session is held in your plant environment or test labora-
tory respectively.  in this way error patterns you have really 
encountered can be assessed, and acute failures can be 
eliminated where necessary.

Order Information

PrOFiBuS Diagnostics training 10002811

Specific dates will be individually arranged after order place-
ment.  Please calculate a minimum time of 4 hours and up to 
a maximum time of 8 hours required on site.

Scope

You will receive a detailed practical introduction to the 
creation of an FDT project.  Questions about the use of 
various Device DtMs as well as about central PrOFiBuS 
access using the tH link will be explained based on user 
requirements and with practical training.  the training session 
is customized to your selected or previously used FDt frame 
application and thus supports the smooth introduction or 
further improvement of plant-wide Asset Management.  For 
users of Emerson‘s AMS Device Manager the use of the 
xEPI 2 with the TACC software component (HART Over 
PROFIBUS) is presented in detail.  The training session is 
held in your plant environment or test laboratory respectively. 
Availability of all necessary components and licenses is 
required.

Order Information

Asset Management training 10002812

Specific dates will be individually arranged after order  
placement.  Please calculate a minimum time of 4 hours  
and up to a maximum time of 8 hours required on site.

PROFIBUS is a well-established and reliable fieldbus tech-
nol ogy.  However, malfunctions may occur in daily opera-
tion for a variety of reasons.  the impact on plant operation 
ranges from “barely noticeable” to “devastating”.  in the worst 
case scenario this results in unexpected plant downtime.  in 
this practical training session you will learn how to avoid this 
with simple methods and concepts.

The FDT Standard enables you to configure and parameter-
ize your field devices from within just one FDT frame applica-
tion, independent of the manufacturer.  Furthermore, there 
are many possibilities for device diagnostics depending on 
the functional range of each particular Device DtM.  For ef-
ficient Asset Management, you can also use Emerson‘s AMS 
Device Manager.  regardless of which application you use, 
we will give you an overview of how you can quickly generate 
benefits for you daily operations with universal fieldbus and 
field device solutions.

Benefits

Professional introduction to diagnostics methods and systematic error analysis

Practical training in your own operating environment

Analysis of network quality and elimination of occurring errors during the training session

Benefits

Professional introduction to the possibilities of network-wide Asset Management 

Practical training in your own operating environment

Focus on the application used and elimination of current failures

PROFIBUS Diagnostics Training 
Asset Management Training

PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS PROFIBUS 
DiagnosticsDiagnosticsDiagnostics
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ManagementManagementManagement
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Germany Head Office
Trebing & Himstedt Prozeßautomation  
GmbH & Co. KG
Wilhelm-Hennemann-Straße 13
19061 Schwerin
Germany 
Phone: +49 385 39572-0
Website: www.t-h.de
Email: sales-ic@t-h.de

Argentina
AJc Automatización
Francisco de caldas 1987 PB. 2.
1427 Buenos Aires
Argentina
Phone: +54 11 45229324
Website: www.ajcautomatizacion.com.ar
Email: ventas@ajcautomatizacion.com.ar

Australia
Fieldbus Specialists
31 robert Street
north Balwyn
victoria 3104
Australia 
Phone: +613 9857 3499
Website: www.fieldbus.com.au
Email: fs_sales@fieldbus.com.au 

Austria
rEliStE Handel und Montage 
elektronischer Geräte und Steuerungen GesmbH
Enzersdorfer Straße 8-10
2345 Brunn am Gebirge
Austria 
Phone: +43 2236 315250
Website: www.reliste.at
Email: office@reliste.at

Brazil
GrupoFrJ instrumentação ltda
rua tupis
1633 Distrito industrial ii
Santa Bárbara D‘Oeste – 13457-050 SP
Brazil 
Phone: +55 19 34553838
Website: www.grupofrj.com.br
Email: vendas@grupofrj.com.br

Chile
techvalue chile S.A.
Antonio varas 894
Providencia – Santiago
chile 
Phone: +56 2 9462584
Website: www.techvalue.cl
Email: ventas@techvalue.cl

Denmark
Askalon AB, Denmark
Hejrevang 11
3450 Allerød
Denmark 
Phone: +45 4813 4977
Website: www.askalon.dk
Email: sales@askalon.dk  

Finland
Askalon AB, Finland
Pakkalankuja 6
01510 vantaa
Finland 
Phone: +358 207 416200
Website: www.askalon.fi
Email: sales@askalon.fi  

France
rESolucOM
Solutions réseaux communication sarl
17 rue des Genêts
la croisille 27190
France  
Phone: +33 232 378575
Website: www.resolucom.com
Email: pjeannette@resolucom.com 

Ireland
insteco ltd.
Barryscourt Business Park
carrigtwohill, co. cork
ireland 
Phone: +353 21 4883798
Website: www.insteco.com
Email: terry@insteco.iol.ie

Italy
Fenway Embedded Systems
via Don Giovanni Minzoni, 31
20010 Arluno (MI)
italy 
Phone: +39 02 97310120
Website: www.fenwayembedded.com
Email: info@fenwayembedded.com

Peru
industrial controls S.A.c.
Av. Enrique Meiggs 245
Parque internacional de industria y comercio
callao – lima
Peru 
Phone: +51 1 517 0360
Website: www.ic-controls.com
Email: ventas@ic-controls.com

Poland
SiMlOGic Automation Solution center
ul. Demokratyczna 117
93-348 Łódź
Poland
Phone: +48 42 6486677
Website: www.simlogic.pl
Email: zapytania@simlogic.pl

South Africa
lapp cable S.A.
51 Brunton circle 
Founder view South
Modderfontein 
1645 Gauteng
South Africa 
Phone: +27 11 2013200
Website: www.lappkabel.co.za
Email: grant.joyce@lappkabel.co.za 

Spain
Garma Electrónica S.l.
calle Oyarzun 1 Bajo
20013 San Sebastián
Spain
Phone: +34 943 291102
Website: www.garmasl.com
Email: agarcia@garmasl.com

Sweden
Askalon AB
nolgårdsvägen 11
66341 Hammarö
Sweden 
Phone: +46 54 579200
Website: www.askalon.se
Email: sales@askalon.se

Switzerland
Hatec HAAG
Erlenstraße 29
8645 Jona
Switzerland 
Phone: +41 55 2129636
Website: www.hatec.ch
Email: info@hatec.ch

u.S.A.
Federal States: in, kY, Mi, OH, PA
Electro-Matic Products, inc.
23409 industrial Park ct.
Farmington Hills, Mi 48335
u.S.A.
Phone: +1 248 4781182
Website: www.electro-matic.com
Email: help@electro-matic.com 

Federal States: Fl, GA, nc, Sc, tn, vA
Function control Systems, inc.
One Frosty Meadow ct.
Greenville, Sc 29615
u.S.A.
Phone: +1 864 2349007
Website: www.fxcontrol.com 
Email: jim@fxcontrol.com

Federal State: Wi
Pcc Professional control corporation
n114 W18770 clinton Drive
PO Box 130
Germantown, Wi 53022
u.S.A.
Phone: +1 262 2513000
Website: www.pccweb.com
Email: scott.rishel@pccweb.com

INTErNATIONAL representatives
We support you around the world

trebing + Himstedt is an international supplier of products 
and services for the optimal use of it in the production 
environment.  With easy-to-use concepts, we support our 
customers in their manufacturing processes and allow 
targeted access to production and process information.  Our 
core competence is the continuous integration across differ-
ent communication levels – from automation level to the ErP 
system.

in the industrial communication business unit our products 
ensure the availability of industrial networks.  the Manufac-
turing integration business unit encompasses solutions for 
production it, particularly for MES in SAP environments. 
innovative products, high-level problem-solving skills and 

dedicated employees are key to the success of trebing + 
Himstedt.  it is what the world’s leading corporations as well 
as medium-sized industrial enterprises trust in.  As a reliable 
partner we accompany our customers into new markets, 
technologies and applications. 

With our trend-setting and user-friendly concepts, we are 
often pioneers in our industry.  Since the company was 
founded in 1992 the managing partners Stefan trebing and 
Steffen Himstedt have pursued a solid and steady course of 
growth in their Schwerin-based company.  Being rooted in 
the region means trebing + Himstedt takes its corporate re-
sponsibility seriously and is actively committed to its employ-
ees and the public good.
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the information in the brochure contains only general descriptions or performance characteristics, which do not always apply as described in concrete applications, or which may change due to 
further product development. required performance features are only binding if expressly agreed on at contract conclusion.
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